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Ontario

May 30,2013
MEMORANDUM TO:

Mr. Emil Kolb

MEMORANDUM FROM:

The Honourable Bob Chiarelli

RE:

Stronger Municipal Voice in Renewable Energy Development

Our government committed to give municipalities a stronger voice in decisions about
renewable energy development.
Premier Kathleen Wynne made that commitment in her Throne Speech. As Minister of
Energy, I have reiterated that commitment in the Legislature and in the communities I have
visited across the province.

I am pleased to say that we are following through and making changes to give municipalities
a stronger role in decisions about future renewable energy development.
Earlier this month, I asked the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) and the
Ontario Power Authority (OPA) to develop a new regional energy planning process to help
improve the way we plan, site and build future large energy infrastructure. This process will
be based on formal input from municipalities, communities and the energy sector. The IESO
and OPA are expected to report back with a joint implementation plan by August 1, 2013.
Today, I am announcing a major change to the way large renewable energy projects are
contracted in Ontario. We will ask the OPA to develop a competitive procurement process to
replace the large project stream of the Feed-in Tariff (FIT) program for projects greater than
500 kilowatts.
In developing this procurement process, the OPA will be required to engage with
municipalities to identify appropriate technical siting requirements and locations for future
large renewable energy projects. Competitive procurements tailored to meet the needs of
communities to ensure that renewable energy developers work directly with municipalities
before contracts are awarded.
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Ontario is also moving forward with procuring small renewable energy projects by introducing
clear, predictable procurement windows. This fall, the Ontario Power Authority (OPA) will
open a new procurement window for 70 megawatts (MW) for Small FIT and 30 MW for
microFIT. In addition, Ontario is setting annual prqcurement targets from 2014 to 2018 - 150
MW for Small FIT and 50 MW for microFIT. In total, that's 900 MW of new capacity. This
represents an estimated 6,400 jobs between now and 2018 and enough new, clean electricity
each year for more than 125,000 homes.
In addition, the province is taking steps to make it easier for municipalities to bring their own
clean energy projects online. While some municipalities are already participating in the FIT
program, the FIT rules will be revised to encourage even more municipalities to participate.
The Ministry of Energy plans to work with the OPA to:

Revise definitions under the FIT program, including setting aside part of the
annual procurement target for projects partnered or led by municipalities and
giving these projects priority in the same manner as projects with community
and Aboriginal participation.
o

Provide municipalities with access to funding for soft costs associated with the
development of Small FIT projects.

Ontario also wants to provide further support and revenue opportunities for municipalities:
6)

We would like to help municipalities maximize their local energy opportunities
by providing support for the development of a Municipal Energy Plan. These
optional plans will integrate energy, infrastructure, growth and-land use planning
to support economic development, increase conservation and identify green
energy opportunities. The program will focus on small to medium-sized
municipalities.

o

The OPA is developing a pilot program for FIT projects on unconstructed
buildings. This will provide new opportunities for municipalities to generate extra
revenue when planning future buildings such as arenas, libraries and
community centres.
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Municipalities have also told us they would like to see more tax revenues from
local projects. We will work with municipalities to determine the right property
tax rate increase for wind turbine towers.

These changes will continue our commitment to clean energy, while giving municipalities a
stronger voice, more options and new tools when it comes to renewable energy. Our goal is
to ensure that the right projects are built in the right places at the right time.
If you have questions about these changes, you can contact Ministry of Energy staff in the
Renewable Energy Facilitation Office (REFO) at REFO@-ontario.ca or by phone at 1-877440-7336 (416-212-6582 within the GTA).
Sincerely,

Bob Chiarelli
Minister of Energy

